
CAM02.XXX

Complete solution - Check and fix all the Points on a Vehicle

Pre-post report - Print a Diagnostics and Post Repair Report



1 point bumper fixing 2 point bumper fixing

Cradle fixingShock absorber fixing

For CAM01.102 adaptor

Main holder
selection 360 degree for fixation

Main holder selection 360 degree

Base rotation election 
of±90 degree

CAMELEON Premium provides angle jigs. So you can repair all damages, 
including those which impact shick absorbers.
Complete your Cameleon Entry with all the angle jigs required to fit the OEMs 
repair procedure specifications. As Cameleon Entry, Cameleon Premium can 
be adjusted on X, Y and Z, and gives 2 additionnal settings to set angles.



Cameleon Plus CAM02.142

Cameleon Premium CAM02.162

Add-on kit additional to Cameleon Entry: CAM02.066

With various demand from the launch of Cameleon, this set is an advance level stand-alone set
for users who require to have not just a tool to repair a damage vehicle but a solution with extra
numbers. With 14 sliding blocks and additional standard plate, Adapters for horizontal and multi
angle fixtures. The advance level solution for: fixing of the front and rear bumber, fixing of the front
mcpherson strut, rear shock absorber.
In addition, the set consists of two universal holding device which facilitates extra anchoring and
holding position to the vertical fixing points.

The Cameleon Premium comes with everything that you require to fix a damage car, this set is 
a stand-alone set for users who wants to do everything right in the first with the ease. With16 sliding
blocks, extra sockets, additional standard plate, and more adapters for horizontal and multi angle
fixtures, the expert level solution for: fixing of the front and rear bumper positions, fixing of the front
mcpherson strut, four - wheel imdependent positions, rear shock absorber, cradle points with angle,
rear trailing arms with angle.
In addtion, the set consists of two universal holding device which facilitates extra anchoring and
holding position to the vertical fixting points.

Never mind if you have a Entry level Cameleon, with the add-on kit the entry can be upgraded
to premium and avail the feature and ease of reparing with Cameleon Premium.

CAMELEON AND ITS VARIANTS

Diagnostic & repair report



‘Complete your diagnostics & repairs with Cameleon Premium’

Identify

Customize

Setup

Measure

Repair

Call us on: (02) 9772 9014
or shop online at shop.sape.com.au/products/CAM02.066


